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Abstract—Detection, characterization, and mitigation of bias
in modern systems of automated and autonomous decisions is
a growing interdisciplinary field. This study aims to explore
YouTube’s video recommendation bias to determine if an inherent
bias has an unintended impact of occluding vulnerable communi-
ties and minority groups. Our findings suggest that the algorithm
recommends videos evoking more positive emotions and higher
user engagement. We also discovered that content related to
our seed videos was filtered out in a systematic but gradual
pendulum-like motion. This analysis of potential emergent biases
will be applicable in analyzing the fairness of recommender
systems, patterns of content consumption, information diffusion,
echo-chamber formation, and other significant problems.

Index Terms—Keywords-Recommender Systems; Recommenda-
tion Bias; YouTube; Topic Modeling; Emotion Modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

According to YouTube’s Chief Product Officer Neal Mohan
[3], around 70 percent of videos watched on YouTube are
recommended videos, this means that an average of 7 out
of 10 videos a user watches are recommended by YouTube.
Although YouTube’s goal of profit generation through in-
creased watch-time is intended to be harmless and business-
oriented, this pattern could have the unintended consequence
of occluding vulnerable communities and crisis-torn societies.
For our research, we studied the impact of the algorithm on
videos related to the Uyghur group, a vulnerable community in
the China-Uyghur crisis. According to the Council on Foreign
Relations, more than a million Uyghurs - a Muslim, Turkish
speaking ethnic group, have been detained since 2017 in
the China Xinjiang region [15]. Platforms such as YouTube
remain an indispensable outlet for such minority groups and
vulnerable communities to spread awareness on important
issues [21]. It also serves as a window to the world to receive
vital information [19]. These groups depend on free and
open platforms such as YouTube to vocalize the crisis they
endure in their respective societies. According to Silverman,
content evoking polarization is propagated faster than non-
polarizing content [22]. We, therefore, expect content and
emotions related to our seed videos to be propagated across
recommendation depths.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, we discuss research related to our study
which includes previous works on topic shifting, emotion de-

tection [1], and bias in recommender systems. Bias in recom-
mendation engines has been extensively studied to understand
its nature, structure, and effects, especially in the area of
radicalization, polarization, and spread of misinformation [18].
These studies have described how homophilic communities
are generated through recommended videos as well as factors
which drive the creation of such interconnected communities,
leading to filter bubble effects and echo-chambers [23]. In-
sights from such studies are crucial in identifying the emer-
gence of homogeneity in recommender systems. Topic drift is
a technique that has been used by many researchers in studying
how content evolves. By studying content evolution, we are
able to determine if content remains the same or changes
relative to a standard metric. O’ Hare et al. [7] analyzed
sentiment-annotated corpus of textual data to determine topic
drift among documents within a corpus. Liu et al. developed
an LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation)-based method for topic
drift detection in micro-blog posts [5] Topal et al. identified
and quantitatively studied the effects of topic shift in social
media comments [17]. Papakyriakopoulos et al., addressed
hyperactive users and their effects on political discussion and
recommender systems [13]. According to Papakyriakopoulos,
recommendation algorithms favor the interest of hyperactive
users, creating significant social influence bias and causing
alterations in political opinions. By identifying inherent topics
using topic modeling [4], [9], the authors classified content
by topic to examine the activities of hyperactive users and
determine if engagement distribution diverges. In this paper,
we aim to identify inherent bias in YouTube’s recommendation
algorithm, and determine if the identified bias works to occlude
videos related to vulnerable communities across recommenda-
tion depths. Some of the questions we hope to answer include:

• RQ1: How do we identify bias in content related to
vulnerable communities?

• RQ2: What kind of videos drive recommendations on
YouTube?

• RQ3: How do videos related to vulnerable communities
change across recommendation depth?

Unlike other methodologies which have adopted a more man-
ual approach through the use of raters in the content analysis
process [16], we programmatically assign topic communities
to videos across recommendation depths. Through our re-
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search, we also aim to track the evolution of content across
recommendations for a detailed view on how content related
to the Uyghur ethnic group is recommended on YouTube. In
the next section, we present our data collection methodology.

III. DATA COLLECTION

To begin data collection, we conducted expert workshops
to identify keywords related to the China-Uyghur issue. These
keywords were used as search queries on YouTube’s search en-
gine to generate the 10 seed videos used in our research. Rec-
ommended videos were gathered using custom-made crawlers
over “depths” of recommendations. The seed videos generated
the 1st video depth, after which subsequent depths served as
parent videos to generate the next sets of recommended videos.
This process continued until recommended videos for 5 depths
were generated. To prevent personalization in recommenda-
tions, we did not log into the account used for video collection.
Also, a new browser instance was started and cookies from
each previous recommendation depth were cleared to enable a
fresh search of videos for the next depth crawl. This approach
allowed us to generate a total of 38,970 videos across 5 depths.
To focus our study, we filtered out duplicates and non-English
videos which reduced our dataset to 14,332 videos, after which
videos were categorized by depth. Video text data such as
titles, descriptions and transcripts were used for this research.

The collection of video transcripts was divided into
four sub-tasks.Task 1: Video transcripts were fetched using
YouTube Transcript API [24]. 14,332 video ids were fed to
the API and 12,611 transcripts were gathered. Task 2: We
found that transcripts were disabled for 1,721 videos. For such
videos, we used the OpenAI Whisper model [20] to extract the
video transcripts. This led to an additional 1567 transcripts of
which 154 videos were unavailable as they were identified
as ‘live shows’, ‘removed’ or returned null in our script.
Task 3: We identified and translated non-English transcripts to
English transcripts using Google Translate API and removed
transcripts which had less than 80% English content. Task 4:
Lastly, the results were combined together and processed for
analysis.

IV. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we discuss the techniques used in our study.

A. Emotion and Popularity Assessment Methodology

For this study, we analyzed emotions embedded in video
text data (title, description and transcript) across 6 emotions:
joy, anger, sadness, fear, surprise, love. We use emotion drift
to identify emotion bias across depths of recommendations.
The resulting emotion diversity in content were illustrated
on a line graph with each depth representing a traversed
hop of recommended videos. A fine-tuned version of transfer
learning [10], T5-base-fine-tuned-emotion, was utilized for
Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks to ensure accuracy
of results. To further understand the emotion drift pattern in
recommended videos, we analyzed user engagement using
engagement metrics of all videos such as likes and views.

With the engagement metrics, we studied the change in metrics
across depths, to determine if the user interaction supports the
emotion drift pattern across recommendation depths.

B. Topic, Network and Content Analysis Methodology

Although previous research methodologies have concate-
nated video text information (video titles, video description,
and video transcript) for video content analysis [18], this
research analyzed these three components separately as well
as in combination. By analyzing these components separately,
we hoped to identify a variability in content concentration at
varying levels of video text detail. The goal of topic drift
detection is to investigate if recommendations stay on the
topic of the Uyghur crisis as we move through recommended
videos and by how much content diverges if drift is de-
tected. To measure topic drift across depths, we computed
topic similarity using Hellinger distance [11], [12], [29] and
Jensen-Shannon divergence [26], [28]. Hellinger and Jensen-
Shannon divergence are distance metrics used in estimating
document similarity. Hellinger divergence is represented as
the symmetric midpoint of Kullback–Leibler divergence [25],
[30] while Jensen-Shannon divergence is a finite, smoothed
version of Kullback–Leibler divergence [27]. These distance
metrics calculate similarity within the range of 0 to 1, where
values closer to 0 indicate a smaller distance and, therefore,
larger similarity. We computed a final topic similarity score
using the average of both scores across depths. Next, we an-
alyzed the video recommendation network. Recommendation
graphs for each depth consisting of video ids as nodes and
recommendations as edges were generated and examined. The
distribution of eigenvector centrality scores, which measure the
influence a node has on a network of videos across depths was
computed to determine if a sub-cluster of videos were highly
influential (more recommended) compared to other videos. We
then analyzed our data to determine the topic communities
of videos in each recommendation depth. For this approach,
we used the BertTopic model [14], a model which uses
transformers and class-based term frequency-inverse document
frequency (c-TF-IDF) to create dense clusters and produce
interpretable topics, while maintaining important words in the
topic description. By programmatically assigning each video to
its respective topic community across depths. We were able to
detect how influential videos evolved across recommendations.

V. RESULTS

A. Topic Drift Analysis

As earlier discussed, the goal of topic drift detection is to de-
termine if recommended videos stay on the topic of the China-
Uyghur crisis or drift as users move through recommended
videos. Distance metrics are often measured between 0 and 1,
where scores closer to 0 depict high similarity (contents are
similar) and scores closer to 1 depict low similarity (contents
are different). For this research, drift is observed if there is an
increase in the distance between depths resulting in decreased
content similarity. This is seen as a rising trend in the distance
metric line graph. Using video titles, video descriptions, video
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transcripts, and a concatenation of all text information to
analyze topic drift, we compared the similarities to answer
two questions;

• Are our seed videos different from videos across
depths?

This question was answered by analyzing the similarity be-
tween the seed videos and each depth of recommendation. The
goal was to measure the video similarity between the seed and
recommended videos in each depth of recommendation.

• Do recommended videos become increasingly similar
or different from each other?

This question was answered by analyzing the similarity be-
tween adjacent depths of recommendation. The goal was to
measure the video similarity across depths of recommended
videos.

1) Similarities between the seed videos and subsequent
depths of recommendation: In Fig. 1, we observe that the
seed videos are significantly different from depth 1 videos.
Once we approach depths 2 – 3, the videos increase in
similarity to the seed videos compared to videos in depth 1,
but remain significantly different in general. This result shows
that, depth 1 recommendations were highly unrelated to the
China-Uyghur crisis, but, as the users moves through depths 2
to 5, the videos become somewhat similar to our seed videos,
but not to a relevant degree.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1: Line graph showing how recommended videos become increasingly
different from seed videos using (a) video titles (b) video descriptions (c)
video transcript (d) all text information

2) Similarities between adjacent depths of recommenda-
tion: This question investigates how similar each depth of
recommended videos is compared to its previous depth. From
this analysis, we observe that as we move through recom-
mended videos, each depth of videos becomes more similar
to its previous depth, reaching maximum similarity between
depths 3 and 4. Both results suggest that, although each depth

of recommended videos becomes more different from our
seed videos, each depth of videos also becomes more similar
to its previous depth. With this pattern, the difference in
recommended videos is not immediately noticed and the user
is gently re-introduced to content unrelated to the seed videos.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2: Line graph showing how recommended videos become more similar
across depths using (a) video titles (b) video descriptions (c) video transcript
(d) all text information

B. Network and Content Analysis

Next, network analysis was performed on each depth of
recommended videos. For each depth, each video is ranked
using its eigenvector centrality measure, to determine its
influence in the network. For a given graph G:=(V,E) with
—V— vertices, let A = (avt) be the adjacency matrix, i.e., avt
= 1 if vertex v is linked to vertex t, and avt = 0 otherwise.
The relative centrality score, Xv of vertex v can be defined
as:

Xy =
1

λ
ΣtϵM(v)Xt =

1

λ
ΣtϵvavtXt (1)

where M(v) is the set of neighbors of v and is a constant.
With a small rearrangement, this can be rewritten in vector
notation as the eigenvector equation.

Ax = λx (2)

To find the most influential videos, we isolated and analyzed
the top 10 videos with the highest eigenvector centrality
score per depth. The mean eigenvector centrality score for
the top 10 videos per depth was found and videos which
had an eigenvector centrality score above the resulting mean
were identified and categorized as ‘above-average’ / highly
influential videos. Our results suggest that these ‘above-
average’ influential videos act as attractors by driving the
recommendations of videos and directing how the conversation
evolves across depths. We also see that the top 10 videos in
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each depth fluctuate in the count of ‘above-average’ influential
videos in each depth, as seen in Table I. As we move through
the depths, we observe a steady increase in the number of
‘above-average’ influential videos until depth 3. Once we
arrive at depth 3, the count of above-average influential videos
began to steadily decrease. Also, content of these influential
videos seem to drift from our seed videos as we approach
depth 5. To visualize the content divergence of above-average
videos from our seed videos after depth 3, we performed topic
modelling on the seed videos and the whole dataset to generate
the latent topics present in the recommendations and assign
each video a topic community number.

TABLE I: TOPIC COMMUNITIES OF HIGHLY-INFLUENTIAL VIDEOS
PER DEPTH

Videos Count of highly-influential videos Topic communities

Seed N/A -1
Depth 1 1 1
Depth 2 4 -1, -1, -1, -1
Depth 3 4 1, 9, -1, -1
Depth 4 2 1, 9
Depth 5 3 1, 9, 13

Topic modelling was done using BERTopic, to identify the
topic communities present in our seed videos and the topic
communities of highly influential videos in each recommenda-
tion depth. By doing this, we were able to visualize the topical
content of our ‘above-average’ influential videos and track the
movement of content topically related to our seed videos as
we moved across depths. We observed that all of our seed
videos belonged to one topic community, -1, while the highly
influential videos across depths belonged to a mix of topic
communities. From Table I, we see that the highly influential
video at depth 1 is introduced into the algorithm, and steers
depth 1 away from the content on Uyghur crisis. Conversely,
as we move to depth 2 the highly influential videos are fully
turned back to topics related to our seed videos. At depth 3,
the highly influential videos contain an equal mix of videos
related and unrelated to our seed videos but once we arrive
depth 4, our seed video content is filtered out once more from
the list of highly influential videos. This result shows that, as
we progress through the recommendations, videos related to
our seed videos are filtered out from the recommendations in
a pendulum-like motion. From Table I, we observe that the
algorithm seems to swing back and forth from content related
to the Uyghur crisis, reducing its influence with each motion
until it is finally filtered out of the recommended videos.
We are also able to see that content in depth 5 is topically
unrelated to our seed videos as seen in the difference in topic
communities from our seed videos in Table I.

C. Emotion and Popularity Analysis

1) Emotion Analysis: To study the pattern of emotion drift
across depths, we considered video text data at 4 different
levels; video titles, video description, video transcript and a
combination of all texts. By doing this, we were able to apply

emotion assessment and visualize emotion drift at different
levels of video details, as seen in Fig. 3(a), 3(b), 3(c) and 3(d).
The results show that the most dominant emotion in our seed
videos was anger for all levels of video detail, as illustrated
in the figures. As we traverse the recommendation depths, we
see the positive emotion (joy) emerge for each depth in all
emotion graphs and the negative emotions (anger, fear, and
sadness) decrease significantly.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3: Emotion assessment for video text data (a) titles only (b) descriptions
only (c) transcripts only (d) all text information

2) Popularity Analysis: By analyzing the emotions of the
video across depths using video text data, we discovered that
there was a significant decrease in negative emotion (anger)
and a significant increase in positive emotion (joy). To investi-
gate the significance of this emotion drift pattern, we analyzed
user interaction with the videos using engagement metrics
across depths. This analysis was to determine if more popular
videos were recommended across depths. For this experiment,
a popular video is described as a video which has significantly
high views and high positive engagement in the form of likes.
As a result, the engagement metrics we considered were the
views and likes of each video. On inspecting our seed videos,
we found they all had a very high view count but a significantly
low like count, suggesting that although our seed videos were
widely watched, they did not elicit positive interaction from the
audience. This is to be expected as the China-Uyghur crisis
has been monitored internationally with the discourse being
widely criticized. From the video like box-plot in Fig. 4(a),
we see that, as we move through recommendation depths, the
median likes of recommended videos are significantly higher
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compared to the seed videos and increase linearly until we
hit depth 3, after which, there is an exponential increase in
video likes by depth 4 and depth 5. Secondly, our video views
box-plot in Fig. 4(b) shows that the views of recommended
videos are higher compared to the seed videos but unlike video
likes, we see a steady growth in view count across depths of
recommended videos. The result of our popularity analysis
shows that more popular videos are present in recommended
videos, which further explains the high occurrence of positive
emotions in higher depths of recommendations.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4: The box-plot show the increasing median count of (a) video likes and
(b) video views from seed videos to recommended videos.

VI. DISCUSSION

RQ1: How do we identify bias on content related to
vulnerable communities?
In examining the results from our emotion and popularity
analysis, we observed that the anger emotion significantly
decreases across depths, while there is a proportional increase
in the joy emotion in videos after each recursive depth of
recommendation. In addition, we see that the engagement
metrics (views and likes) increase significantly as we move
to higher depths of recommendation, suggesting increased
user engagement with recommended videos. In summary, the
algorithm seems to recommend more popular videos with
positive emotions (joy) in an attempt to keep users engaged
for longer periods of time. This pattern demonstrates recom-
mender bias which steers users away from unpopular videos
with negative emotions. This trend poses the risk of occluding
content related to the China-Uyghur crisis.

RQ2: How do videos related to vulnerable communities
change across recommendation depth?
Our topic drift analysis shows that as users watch recom-
mended videos, the videos become increasingly different from
our seed videos across recommendations. We also found
that each depth of recommended videos became increasingly
similar to its immediate previous depth suggesting that videos
across recommendations are similar in content. These drift
patterns show that the algorithm gently drifts from our seed
videos by recommending videos that are increasingly different
from our seed videos but similar to adjacent depths of recom-
mendations until recommended videos significantly drift from
content related to the China-Uyghur crisis at depth 5.

RQ3: What kind of videos drive recommendations in
the context of this study?

Through our network analysis, we observe that each depth
has a set of highly influential videos which act as attractors
to drive video recommendations. The gradual shift in topics
we observe from seed videos to depth 5 in Fig. 1 seems
to be due to a pendulum-like motion of the algorithm. From
Table I, our results show that depths 3, 4 and 5 show a back-
and-forth swing of the algorithm. There is an alternate filtering
and re-introduction of content related to our seed videos across
depths, maintaining a steady plateau in similarity of depths 3
- 5 to our seed videos until the China-Uyghur crisis topics are
filtered out of the recommendations.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

For this research, we employed the use of drift analysis to
identify bias across recommended videos. Our results showed
that YouTube’s recommendation system tends to lessen neg-
ative emotions such as anger and amplify positive emotions
such as joy across recommended videos on the platform. We
also see that highly influential videos at each depth act as
attractors to gently draw recommendations away from content
related to our seed videos in a pendulum-like motion. In future
research, we plan to expand this research into exploring an
alternate narrative which elicits a different emotion (e.g joy)
and comparing the findings with those of our current research.
We are also interested in developing a framework which serves
to methodologically compare content across various discourse
and exploring the effects of the YouTube algorithms on such
datasets.
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